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BACKGROUND 

“A metalogue is a conversation about some problematic subject. This conversation should be such that 
not only do the participants discuss the problem but the structure of the conversation as a whole is also 
relevant to the same subject. Only some of the conversations here presented achieve this double 
format.”

Gregory Bateson, Steps to an Ecology of Mind
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AIMS 

The goal of this project was to generate narratives in the form of metalogues  (Auden & Bateson) that 
formulate the possibilities of new spaces and places at the interstices of ecological discourse. It did 
so order to create and facilitate an understanding of propositions about impending micro-utopias that 
are relational (Bourriaud 1998) 


These metalouges will have the threefold objectives of:


- becoming tool for unveiling of the inherent and tacit toxic ideologies that are occupying 
contemporary public discourses


- propose an alternative multiplicity and ecology of narratives that propose democratic empowerment


- and behave as artistic expressions that intrinsically accommodate reflectiveness within an artistic 
research framework


…
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THE PROJECT OUTCOMES 
During the MONO.DIO.POLI.META.LOGUES a number of metalogues were generated. The project 
created narratives for intended audiences and invited them to share in reflections upon stated themes 
among them:

Dialogues between Raein & Næss on violence, melancholy and patterns


Installation A Try out Opera by Michiel Jansen & Bob Verheijden  
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Two Sound Essay by Natalia Kortakova

Which explored an individuals journey through a city.


10 Field Recordings by Maziar Raein 

Which recorded moments of intense listening from the urban environment.


A Monologue by Tale Næss

A reflective play that develops reflective spaces for theatre.


26 Monologues by Maziar Raein

A series of portraits of places, people and spaces.
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A Twitter metalogue by Maziar Raein

That responded to a writers (Sandra Newman) incorporating Maziar Raein into her autobiography on 
Twitter and Raein’s generation of further narratives from that text.




THE PROJECT OUTCOMES – Irreconcilable problem  
The findings and outcome of this project explored micro-utopic (Wood & Bourriaud) reflective space. 
However, it became evidently clear, as the project reached its end, that the division between content 
(generated narratives) and the forms of expressions  and dissemination (paper format) were at odds and 
widely disparate. The researchers therefore, reached for an alternative and appropriate forms of 
dissemination. To that end two graphic designers Martin Asbjornsen and Alejandro Rojas (with skills in 
programming and editorial analysis) were co-opted as fellow researchers and a pre-beta database / 
website was created that began to enable a marrying of form and content.
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PROJECT CONCLUSION 
The project though concluding by many outcomes cam to the realisation that dissemination, which is an 
imperative element of it needs to locate itself at the interstices of; artistic research (shared narratives), 
political discourse (democratically reflective spaces) and methodological debate (the problematics of 
dissemination). 

It becme clear that the forms and functions of artistic research are demanding new formulations for 
debate. As an academic project located within the framework of KHiO’s artistic research in Norway, it is 
evident that our unique position in extending an understanding of artistic research, is confronting us with 
ontological (Borgdorff) challenges. 
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